Parliamentary Government in England
cure  lie  far deeper than any electoral machinery can
remedy.
For if we look at parties at all closely we shall see at
once that their dominant principles turn upon those views
of economic constitution with which, at any given time,
the nation is at all deeply concerned. If, as in the nine*
teenth century, Great Britain is confidently capitalist in
texture, it is about the incidence of policy in promoting
different aspects of capitalist ownership that their dif-
ferences will chiefly turn. Their programmes and their
subscribers will be predominantly relevant to those dif-
ferences. If, as in our own day, the main national debate
is either for or against the socialization of the means of
production, party organization will mainly, and inevit-
ably, group itself about that debate. Mr. Muir's attempt
to find a permanent strand of British opinion, neither
Conservative nor Socialist, which desires great changes
in the "direction of creating the conditions within which
individual enterprise can operate with most advantage
to itself, and with least restriction to the liberty of others,"
breaks down partly because it is a perfectly good de-
scription of what most Conservatives would claim as their
policy, and partly because, in so far as it seeks translation
into measures which neither of the other parties would
normally and naturally accept, it is not a basts for effective
government. Rather it simply states, quite truly, that what-
ever the configuration of parties, there Will be a corpus of
opinion within the State that is unable to contain itself
within the measures any Government will propose. Such
a corpus may be able to influence the policy of parties;
but it is highly unlikely that it will be able to control their
dominant direction. Its emphasis, in any case, is clearly
on the side of Conservatism by the fact that it associates
its opinion with the maintenance of private ownership*
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